101 Smith (Colonial Square)
Poteau, OK 74953
918-647-2291
1409 N Broadway
(Inside The Community State Bank)

Poteau, OK 74953
918-647-2297
617 W Broadway

(Inside The Community State Bank)

Cattle

Spiro, OK 74959
918-962-8030

Insurance

FAX: 918-647-9354

No obligation….
Complimentary quote
Call us today!

Local agents, Caring for local families...
Feedlot, Pasture and Dairy Cattle
Coverage
You know your Pasture Cattle Operation
must manage a wide variety of issues
affecting your business decisions.
With all these variables to consider along
with record high cattle prices, it is
important to also remember that pasture
cattle live in an environment where they
are exposed to many perils. You cannot
control these perils, but you can manage
their potential impact with Pasture Cattle
Insurance from the Hartford.
The Hartford’s Livestock Feeding and
Growing Facility Insurance provides
insurance for death of covered livestock
due to a listed covered cause of loss
including fire, lightning, windstorm,
drowning, flood, building collapse,
vandalism, smothering caused by
blizzard, and theft.

Livestock Mortality Coverage

Show Animals

The Hartford’s versatile Livestock Mortality
coverage fills the needs of a wide array of our
clients who raise “high value” livestock,
including:
 Bulls and Cattle
 Horses

Do you have a child that shows animals in 4H
or FFA? We offer a policy that covers show
calves, sheep, goats, and pigs.

Limited Mortality Coverage
This policy will provide coverage for death of
an animal due to the perils of fire, lightning,
explosion, vehicles (meaning only physical
contact with a vehicle that is not transporting
the animal), windstorm or hail, smoke, riot
or civil commotion, collapse of bridges,
trestles, roadways, docks, piers, wharves or
bulkheads, aircraft or objects falling from an
aircraft, stranding, sinking or collision of a
waterborne vessel while transporting the
animal, upset, overturn or collision of a
transporting vehicle,
flood, earthquake,
electrocution, accidental shooting, drowning,
physical attack by dogs or wild animals,
collapse of buildings, barns or sheds, theft,
excluding mysterious disappearance.

Full Mortality Coverage
This policy provides coverage for all of the
perils as the limited mortality as well as
death of an animal resulting from accident,
sickness, disease, humane destruction and
theft occurring within the term of the policy.

Visit with one of our agents about how a
policy from The Hartford will work for you.

